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3 Steps to Identify and Fix Bottlenecks in
Your Firm’s Work�ow
Every change we face — and we face a lot in the tax and accounting profession —
inserts many variables and decision points that must be accounted for. However, a
good process and supporting toolset that gives you visibility into your work�ow can
...
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I don’t believe in the existence of a perfect process.

Why? Because change is inevitable. Nothing stays the same forever, so even if you do
achieve the goal, a change will eventually affect your perfect process. And the
learning curve inherent in adapting to that change will cause a kink or bottleneck to
occur, rendering your process no longer perfect.
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Every change we face — and we face a lot in the tax and accounting profession —
inserts many variables and decision points that must be accounted for. However, a
good process and supporting toolset that gives you visibility into your work�ow can
allow you to be proactive and smooth out the bottlenecks no matter what changes
are thrown at you, if you keep these three steps in mind:

1. Map out your process (or processes): Mutual understanding of your current
process is the best way to identify your bottlenecks. To do this, you’ll need sticky
notes, markers, and redyellowgreen stickers. Start with mapping out one
work�ow; I recommend choosing the most common type of work you do or the
process that’s causing the most problems — for example, the tax work�ow for a
current client.

Gather your staff (or representatives from each group involved) in a room with
plenty of wall space. Start at the beginning of your process and write out a sticky
note for each step of the work�ow. If you have a large group, you can split them into
sub-groups, have each sub-group walk through the process, and then come together
to put the sticky notes onto the wall.

Once you’ve mapped the process, hand out two or three red, yellow, and green
stickers apiece to each person in the room. Then ask everyone to put a red sticker on
the area that’s the biggest bottleneck/frustration, yellow stickers on areas that could
use improvement, and green stickers on areas that go smoothly. If someone is
passionate about a speci�c area, they can certainly vote with all stickers on one area.

This exercise does two important things. First, it allows everyone visibility into
current processes, including those outside of their day-to-day responsibilities.
Second, it highlights the most important areas that need to be addressed.

2. Evaluate your tools: Once you have your bottlenecks identi�ed, it’s time to
evaluate the tools you’re using and determine if your current toolset is suf�cient
for your needs. Are there gaps in your toolset that require inef�cient and
cumbersome manual processes?

Your toolset should allow you to centralize information and proactively monitor the
status and location of work through the of�ce. The key functionality you should be
looking at is:

Centralized, standardized client information that multiple staff can access at the
same time
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Clear project location and progress status
Electronic routing of information
Partner and manager reporting for visibility into capacity and staff performance

3. Document your work�ow: Once you’ve identi�ed your bottlenecks and evaluated
your tools to help solve your highest priority areas, you need to document the new
process. A process will only work if everyone follows it, and standardization is key
to success. Documenting the work�ow process sets clear expectations and
guidelines for all staff to follow and allows for easier onboarding of new staff.

 

When you work in a profession like ours where change is a constant, the processes
you perfect today may change in six months. And if changes aren’t addressed
promptly, your staff may improvise and come up with their own process, resulting in
duplication of efforts, confusion, and possibly even violation of laws or regulations.

Plan on having an of�cial review when changes do occur, so you can update both
your processes and your documentation. Identifying and �xing bottlenecks in your
�rm’s work�ow keeps things working smoothly for your staff, easing frustration and
maintaining ef�ciency. A good review process will have the additional bene�t of
improving the customer service experience for your �rm’s clients.
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